
CompChain fuses the transparency of cutting edge blockchain technology with the power of personal 
networking--creating the opportunity to own and manage your own personal blockchain network.

WHAT IS COMPCHAIN?
CompChain is the world’s first blockchain created specifically for networking. It gives members a place to 
safely and securely store their personal networks, like LinkedIn or Google. But unlike LinkedIn or Google, for 
the first time ever, these networks will be stored using revolutionary blockchain technology.

YOUR COMPCHAIN NETWORK: 
• Can never be taken from you

• Still exists even if a company or product provider goes out of business

• Provides complete transparency and permanence to each registration, sale, and commission

• Is 100% accessible by you

• Offers a safe and honest opportunity to build relationships and connections with people/businesses 
you.....want to work with

• Gives you, as an entrepreneur, the ability monetize and build your network

• Includes a dashboard that reports network growth and daily earnings

How is this possible? CompChain provides a safe, secure service that stores and protects your network, 
forever. No other person can alter, change, or own your network. 

3 WAYS COMPCHAIN CAN WORK FOR YOU:

COMPCHAIN IS REVOLUTIONIZING HOW NETWORKS ARE BUILT
Provides Complete Transparency
Blockchain technology is bringing transparency to a new level by creating fully auditable and valid ledger of 
transactions. Ever wondered if a comp plan or commission program is too good to be true? With 
CompChain you don’t have to. CompChain takes the guesswork out of any referral/commission program. 

TAP INTO THE POWER & PROTECTION OF COMPCHAIN
You Build it, You Own It 
From Facebook, Snapchat, to Twitter and Instagram, social media is proving that there is real power in your 
connections. Many social media platforms have taken that control for themselves and monetized the 
networks of their users. CompChain lets you capitalize on your own hard work and your network.

Blockchain is all about putting the power back into your hands. 
Take back your network with CompChain. 

www.compchain.io

Join It 
With a simple one-time 

purchase, validate your identity, 
buy your CompChain “block”, 

and gain full access to the 
CompChain software.

Own it 
Purchase a node, giving you full 

access to your personal 
blockchain data, and a complete, 
unalterable record of your team.

Monetize It 
Earn more from your network 

through product providers and 
distributors who give you 

exclusive access to sell their 
products to your network.

Tap into the power of  

COMPCHAIN



Through the power of blockchain, CompChain is about to transform the world of networking as we know it-- 
and Nui has a front row seat.

NUI GETS IN FIRST
CompChain puts the control in the hands of the entrepreneur, giving you the power build your network 

ONCE, then monetize it as you see fit. For a limited time, Nui Members have the chance to secure their 
CompChain network FIRST, before it’s unleashed to the masses!

CompChain's unilevel structure runs infinitely wide and pays up to 10 tiers deep, giving members the chance 
to build as far and wide as they please, then lock their network in for life with unalterable blockchain 
technology. 

Once the network is locked in, all there’s left to do is sit back as CompChain continues to evolve, o�ering 
new opportunities to its earliest adopters.

A PRODUCT THAT PAYS FOR ITSELF
With CompChain, a one-time $100 purchase pays for:

•  The service to validate your identity and record it on a blockchain

•  Access to the CompChain software and to secure a “block”

•  The opportunity for members to own the entire history and data of their block in the future, including the    
.....chance to monetize it

Plus, Nui members can earn commissions for every member they enroll who purchases a block of their own!

20% CompChain commission for each personally enrolled member = $20
20% Nui commissions in CompChain paid up the unilevel (up to 10 levels) = $2 per level
 
In addition, Nui is o�ering an extra commission of $5, with $2.50 to the direct enroller, and another $2.50 
sent up the Nui TBS. (Nui specific commissions are not available to Nui Free Members)

COMPCHAIN

THE OPPORTUNITY

INFINITELY WIDE


